
- Building a larger, more stable and well trained team
- Working closely with schools, giving detailed feedback and
signposting, and with our courses often encouraging attendance
- Flexible adapting of our resources to changing needs, including
neurodiversity 
- Investing in the longer term sustainability of our organisation  

C H A L L E N G E S
- A continually growing need for mental health support for
young people
- Schools have to meet both educational and wellbeing
agendas, as well as tackle increasing non-attendance
- Time between identifying mental health concerns and getting
external support is lengthening
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WE HAVE
SUPPORTED 

540 PEOPLE
THIS YEAR

Be Me Project has bridged the void that exists in providing support for
some of the vulnerable students in our society.

Be Me celebrates the worth of every individual, strives to give self-
esteem and encouragement to all the young people whose life it
touches. I have watched my students grow, feel able to express

themselves and own their individual successes, no matter how small.
A Head of Year



CHAIR'S REMARKS

It has been a tremendous privilege to be involved
with Be Me Project these last nine years. Over that
time we have seen Be Me Project grow not just
numerically and financially, but also grow in terms
of confidence, impact, and reputation. What
started as a small group of girls in one school has
now grown to 113 courses this year, impacting 540
young people, boys, girls and young women. Not
only that, but the results, especially in our new
post-covid world, have been wonderfully
heartening, as we see young lives grow in
confidence, armed with the tools to face the
challenges of life. Be Me is now more widely known,
not only in schools but also amongst other
charities and organisations, and there is a growing
interest in how and what we do. 
 
Our team has grown too. From
Lu on her own, we will have 4
employees in the coming year,
5 senior leaders, over 20
course leaders and helpers
and several volunteers. The
increase in funding,
particularly the more long-
term funding and grants, are
enabling us to invest in people 

Alison Thomas, Chair
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and expand the payroll. Our
back-up systems, safeguards
and procedures are robust,
and are reviewed vigorously to
make sure we take care of
those within Be Me, and those
who Be Me take care of.
Be Me is ultimately about
people. The care, compassion
and love shown by our

carefully chosen leaders and
helpers are the backbone to
who we are, and it impacts
those we work with who are
struggling with life, to give
them courage, hope and a
future. We are in an
increasingly strong position to
continue that into the
foreseeable future.

My daughter has been going to weekly
sessions with Be Me and I want to say a

massive thank you. She loved it. We feel her
confidence and self esteem have got a lot

better, the last few weeks.
 

Parent



Be Me Project has grown
significantly since it started in
2014 in one school in Dorking. In
2021-22 we ran 70 courses; in
2022-23 we expanded by 52%
to 113 courses, working with 540
beneficiaries. We more than
doubled our provision in
Surrey, consolidated our
previous year’s growth in
Cumbria and are establishing
Kent as a viable hub. Our
strategic plan is to consolidate
to 2024-5 in terms of locations
and number of courses. We will
continue to focus on Surrey as
the core hub, whilst supporting
a satellite hub in Cumbria and
courses in Kent. 
Our courses are ‘free of
charge’ for the host
organisation and participants
so that they can be accessed
by vulnerable or
disadvantaged members of
the community. We will
continue to ensure that a high
proportion of our courses are
in areas of social deprivation
such as North Leatherhead,
Goodwyns and Chart Downs in
Dorking, and lower income
areas of Tonbridge in Kent and
Barrow in Cumbria.

OUR STORY

“Be Me Project is a brilliant charity that supports
young people and women to build their
confidence and self-esteem. They help people to
recognise their self-worth and realise their full
potential, whilst spreading positivity along the
way. They provide a caring and compassionate
environment, a safe space where everyone can
be candid about the pressures they are facing,
be themselves and be proud of who they are.”   
  

Joanna Killian, Chief Executive
Leadership Office, Resources - surreycc.gov.uk
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Inspiring people to believe
they have identity, truth
and purpose
Respecting and accepting
the unique worth and
value of each individual
Encouraging and building
up each person
Compassion and care
Being real

We have a strong team in
place, including experienced
leaders who provide oversight
and training to newer paid or
voluntary workers.
Our programme is based on
the following values:

My son has come
on leaps and
bounds since

taking part in Be
Me project

Parent

We continue to receive
excellent feedback from
participants, parents of
participants and schools, and
from local councillors.



HOW WE HELP

We run two different
courses for groups and 1:1
sessions. The ‘She Is’ course
is craft-based as well as
discussional, and designed
specifically for girls and
young women. Who Am I? is
a slightly shorter course
that works well with either
boys or girls, and over 20%
of our provision is now for
boys.  In each course we try
to ensure that the
participants relate to each
other, to help them get the
best out of the sessions 
and to keep up long term
encouraging friendships.

improve self esteem (like being the way I am, perceived
wellbeing)
improve confidence
improve positivity (less negative thoughts, managing
emotions, less anxiety, better resilience)

Helping them integrate better into the education system
(or community) 
Build strategies for coping with difficult situations and
identifying boundaries
Build relationships with peers and family
Signpost to further support or be a temporary aid before
further professional support is available.

OUR AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Be Me Project uses its bespoke discussion-based courses to
improve the mental wellbeing of vulnerable people in our
community. Specifically, we aim to

Participants complete an emotional barometer survey at the
start and end of the course. This means we can measure
change and impact of the course against the key outcomes. 
Improvements in these areas benefit beneficiaries in the short
term by 

In the longer term the impact is an improved educational
experience and more confident and able members of the
community.

OUR MISSION

Be Me Project exists to give young people a better start in life. It
is based on a theory of change; the outputs from our courses
are improved self esteem and confidence, and greater
positivity in young people. As a result, they are able to better
recognise and value their self worth, enjoy an improved
educational experience, strengthen family/peer relationships,
and ultimately they have a better start in life with improved
mental wellbeing.
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APPROX. 2
BENEFICIARIES PER

GROUP ARE REFERRED
WITH SPECIAL

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
AND A HIGH

PROPORTION ARE
NEURODIVERSE

The advice was the best
part, and feeling like I

was actually listened to.
I would recommend this

course to other people
who need to get stuff off

their minds.

13 year old



Two years ago you allowed my daughter
who was struggling in Y10 to be a mentor

with a Y8 group. She still talks about Be
Me two years on, how she found help, and

how the younger girls when they are
struggling still come to her, and she can
help them. It dramatically changed her
life, making her feel better about herself

and more positive.
Parent

Be Me Project supports people
struggling with depression, anxiety,
low self-esteem, and vulnerable 
young women in the community 
struggling with their mental health. 
Those who work with us have all experienced difficult
times and can often empathise with our participants
and not judge them. 

Over the last year we have increased our focus on
longer term follow up. We have always had individuals
who go on to become course assistants, mentors or
even help in our office, but we now actively seek to
follow up all beneficiaries with the option of drop in
sessions and a contact six months later on, along with
providing them with some positive reminders on our
social media platforms.
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540 BENEFICIARIES
113 COURSES IN 13 SCHOOLS

4 COMMUNITY-BASED COURSES
65 COURSES IN SURREY

31 IN CUMBRIA
17 IN KENT



% rating BEFORE course % rating END of course

Since April we have a new streamlined questionnaire that
enables us to get faster, easier to read and actionable results.
Early results from the first 100 responses show:

Rating of wellbeing was at an average of 4.8/10 pre course.
Post course, it rose to an average of 7.4/10 –
an increase of 50% on the starting average.

0 1 2 3 4

I like being me 

I am generally understood 

I am really confident 

Don't struggle with anxiety 

I'm very resilient & bounce-back 

I manage my thoughts well 

I don't worry about how I compare to others 

Good at managing emotions 

Pre course Post course

% Score 1-
4

% Score 5-
7

% Score 8-
10

75% 

50% 

25% 

0% 

PRE COURSE VIEWS:

Lack of self esteem
Worries around achievements
Worries about being judged by others
Not good enough
Angry and stressed
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IMPACT
We are in our second year of
impact data, and have some
strong evidence of success.
Participants are asked to rate
themselves on various
characteristics both at the start
and the end of the course.

I can be myself
I have learnt to talk and be open
We are all different
I have some coping strategies
More confident in how to manage
worries

POST COURSE VIEWS:

Our six month reconnect project is in
its infancy but we have found that
whilst wellbeing nowadays varies,
most who chose to recontact say that
their confidence has improved, and
their self esteem and resilience. All
would recommend Be Me to a friend.

RECONNECT

Significant increase in most areas post course, particularly in
liking self, confidence and managing emotions.

Would you recommend Be Me to a friend?

Three-quarters
would definitely

recommend 
Be Me to a friend.



Cotswold Ultra Challenge 100k walk : 6 people raising over
£3000
A local GP did the Hever Castle run and raised over £500

We have had lots of fundraising and awareness events; our
biggest event was a June summer band night, which raised
over £2,200. Lots of other people have been very creative and
generous in how they have fund raised for us, including

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
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BE ME
SUMMER

FUNDRAISER

For the third year, Be Me Project was invited to
have a stall at the Surrey Mental Health and
Wellbeing Festival ‘Mindfest’. We also spoke at
the event about emotions to an audience of 100.                 

We spoke at a parents evening at one of our
beneficiary schools, giving tips for young
people’s mental health .



Thank you for the ‘Who Am I’
project sessions. They were

really helpful and it was nice
to just speak to some new

people who understood
where I was coming from.

Participant

ST GEORGE’S
NIGHT

We were invited to a lovely
performance by Abi F Jones,
local singer-songwriter, where
we were the nominated charity
and for which over £400 was
raised. 

We had our annual Be Me
conference for the South East
in July; Cumbria is in
September. We celebrated
what we have achieved in the
year, learnt more about
specialist areas including
autism, worked on some
course material improvements
and had lunch together. 

BE ME
CONFERENCE

In May, we were invited to lunch at Surrey County Council
where we were awarded a certificate in recognition of Be Me
outstanding contribution to Surrey and its residents. 
We have also been networking with local councillors. We
have enjoyed inviting them to our offices, and showcasing
our work.

LOCAL COUNCIL
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RADIO

Our CEO Lu, was interviewed
live on UCB radio on the Ruth
O’Reilly-Smith show about her
life story and how and why she
founded Be Me. 

Lu Mason completed
the 2022-24
programme
delivered by Autism
by Experience CIC.
We are incorporating
her learning into our
courses.

AUTISM CHAMPION
TRAINING



FUTURE STRATEGIC AIMS
AND DEVELOPMENTS 

To build on our strong roots in the community,
consolidate our existing partnerships and grow new
partners within the regions we work in already. 
In particular, to be known throughout Surrey and
Cumbria as a source of support for young people.
Within all our regions, to grow our teams with more
volunteers and course leaders. 
We will use the output of the new impact survey to get
quicker results and analysis we can share with
individual schools. 
To continue to develop our longer term support by
recontacting participants and providing useful tools
and reminders on social media.
 To invest in our team by employing key personnel as
staff and building our training programme.
To celebrate our ten year anniversary in 2024 in style!
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 The work that the Be Me
project has delivered in

our school has been
transformational for

many of our pupils, most
of which were identified

as vulnerable pupils who
needed extra help and

support to develop their
self-esteem, confidence

and social skills.
Deputy Head Teacher



GOVERNANCE & LEADERS

Our Governance Plan sets out how we as a charity are governed and considers
the requirements and guidance laid down by the Charity Commission and
Companies House where applicable.

The charity takes care to organise and control its affairs reasonably,
responsibly and effectively with adequate risk management systems.

The Governance Team will work with the staff, volunteers and supporters to
ensure the best implementation of the charity’s objectives and purposes for the
benefit of all participants of Be Me Project and those with whom we are
associated.

Trustees are appointed solely by existing trustees (having considered the views
of the CEO), subject to a minimum 75% agreement of the Trustees. 
All Trustees are interviewed, referenced and DBS checked. 

RESPONSIBLITY OF TRUSTEES FOR FINANCIAL
STATEMENT
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KEY INFORMATION FROM OUR FINANCIAL REPORTS
YEAR TO 31ST JULY 2022

Risk Management
The Trustees acknowledge that they have a responsibility for the identification and
proper management of risks faced by the Charity in achieving its primary aims. The
Trustees have therefore assessed the major risks to which the Charity is exposed, in
particular those relating to the specific operational areas of the Charity, its
investments and its finances. The Trustees believe that, by monitoring reserve levels, by
ensuring that controls exist over key financial systems, and by examining the
operational risks faced by the Charity, they have established effective systems and
procedures to mitigate those risks.
In the last year, we have conducted a full risk assessment and revised our policy, and
have initiated a business continuity plan.

Financial Review
Funding for the Charity comes primarily from donations from charitable trusts and
individuals.

Financial Activity and Financial Position
The Charity has had a very good year financially and has met its ambitious goals in
terms of the numbers of those it has helped. It has also been successful in terms of
grants received, financial management and the continued building of awareness of
our work. We have been delighted to be in receipt of a wide range of generous grants
this year, which include several that are multi-year, enabling us to build our
sustainability. These include a five-year scale-up fund from Surrey Community
Foundation, and three-year grants from Benefact Trust, Frances Scott, St Faiths Trust
and Cumbria Community Foundation.

Reserves Policy
The Trustees have examined the requirements for free reserves, in other words those
unrestricted funds not invested in tangible fixed assets. The Trustees consider that,
given the nature of the Charity’s work, free reserves should be equivalent to
approximately 3 months’ budgeted routine expenditure, plus committed future
expenditure on other projects, where funds permit. The Trustees are of the opinion that
this provides sufficient flexibility to cover temporary shortfalls in incoming resources
and will allow the Charity to cope and respond to unforeseen emergencies whilst
specific action plans are implemented. At 31 July 2023 the Charity had net free reserves
of £xs follows:
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